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Product Management Essentials: Tools and Techniques for Becoming an Effective Technical Product ManagerApress, 2017

	
		
			Gain all of the techniques, teachings, tools, and methodologies required to be an effective first-time product manager. The overarching goal of this book is to help you understand the product manager role, give you concrete examples of what a product manager does, and build the foundational skill-set that will gear you towards...
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Cloud Data Design, Orchestration, and Management Using Microsoft Azure: Master and Design a Solution Leveraging the Azure Data PlatformApress, 2018

	Use Microsoft Azure to optimally design your data solutions and save time and money. Scenarios are presented covering analysis, design, integration, monitoring, and derivatives.
	


	
		This book is about data and provides you with a wide range of possibilities to implement a data solution on Azure, from hybrid cloud to PaaS...
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Isomorphic Go: Learn how to build modern isomorphic web applications using the Go programming language, GopherJS, and the Isomorphic Go toolkitPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Learning about isomorphic development in Go leads to a unified view of web and back-end development: It extends the remit of a server-side programming language to the browser.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to build Isomorphic Go web applications
	
			Neatly organize your isomorphic...
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Applied Deep Learning: A Case-Based Approach to Understanding Deep Neural NetworksApress, 2018

	
		Work with advanced topics in deep learning, such as optimization algorithms, hyper-parameter tuning, dropout, and error analysis as well as strategies to address typical problems encountered when training deep neural networks. You’ll begin by studying the activation functions mostly with a single neuron (ReLu, sigmoid, and...
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Practical PHP 7, MySQL 8, and MariaDB Website Databases: A Simplified Approach to Developing Database-Driven WebsitesApress, 2018

	
		
			
				Build interactive, database-driven websites with PHP 7, MySQL 8, and MariaDB. The focus of this book is on getting you up and running as quickly as possible with real-world applications. In the first two chapters, you will set up your development and testing environment, and then build your first PHP and MariaDB or...
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Swift 4 Protocol-Oriented Programming: Bring predictability, performance, and productivity to your Swift applications, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Build fast and powerful applications by harnessing the power of protocol-oriented programming in Swift 4

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage the power of protocol-oriented programming in your applications and learn from real-world use cases
	
			Create a flexible code base with protocols and...
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Practical Artificial Intelligence: Machine Learning, Bots, and Agent Solutions Using C#Apress, 2018

	Discover how all levels Artificial Intelligence (AI) can be present in the most unimaginable scenarios of ordinary lives. This book explores subjects such as neural networks, agents, multi agent systems, supervised learning, and unsupervised learning. These and other topics will be addressed with real world examples, so you can learn...
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Fixing Bad UX Designs: Master proven approaches, tools, and techniques to make your user experience great againPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A practical guide filled with case studies and easy solutions to solve the most common user experience issues

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand and fix the pain points of a bad UX design to ensure greater customer satisfaction.
	
			Correct UX issues at various stages of a UX Design with...
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Dynamic Oracle Performance Analytics: Using Normalized Metrics to Improve Database SpeedApress, 2018

	In the practice of performance tuning, change is inevitable. New

	techniques are created; old ones are updated. The volume of metrics,

	especially those contained in Oracle’s Automatic Workload Repository

	(AWR), is multiplying almost daily. Despite the autonomous database,

	monitoring tools, and other similar tools, the level...
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The Definitive Guide to AdonisJs: Building Node.js Applications with JavaScriptApress, 2018

	
		Learn everything you need to master the AdonisJs framework, including topics such as interacting with a database, rendering templates, writing asynchronous code, and hosting sites with SSL. Along the way, you’ll see how to build a commerce application, which lists products and allows shoppers to register and purchase those...
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Learn Salesforce Lightning: The Visual Guide to the Lightning UIApress, 2017

	
		Refer to this invaluable how-to guide for basic training on Salesforce Lightning. Salespeople and technical users and consultants will no longer have to resort to learning the interface on their own, which is very time consuming.

	
		Learn Salesforce Lightning is a step-by-step visual guide that offers immediate and...
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Programming PIC Microcontrollers with XC8Apress, 2017

	
		Learn how to use microcontrollers without all the frills and math. This book uses a practical approach to show you how to develop embedded systems with 8 bit PIC microcontrollers using the XC8 compiler. It's your complete guide to understanding modern PIC microcontrollers.

		

		
			Are you tired of...
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